
Hands-On #1 
Signal Extraction, Filtering, Visualization and Dimensionality Reduction 

 
Signal Extraction: 
 

1. Input files:  

a. vehicle.zip  - A zip with 10 CEL-files representing 10 biological replicates taken 
from the ‘connectivity map’ (cmap) paper [Lamb et al., Science 2006]. 

b. vehicle.scan.name.txt a conversion table between scan name and sample name  

2. Run ExpressionFileCreator using RMA and create a GCT file (use the GCT option). Note that 
ExpressionFileCreator takes a while to run.  

3. Use CalcStats to calculate the mean of each sample and use Excel to calculate, m, the median of 
the means. What is m? 

4. Run ExpressionFileCreator using MAS5 (generate a GCT file) and mean-scale to the value m. 
Now, the RMA and MAS5 values are on the same scale. 

5. Log2-transform the two GCT files using PreprocessDataset. 

6. Use CalcStats to calculate the mean and standard deviation of each gene in the two files. 

7. Use PlotGraph to plot the mean vs. std of the genes for the RMA and MAS5 files. Use “Save As” 
to save the plot as a PNG file in your directory. 

8. Compare the results. 

Filtering: 

1. Input:  

a. all_aml_mll.mas5.gct - Affymetrix U95A (and U95Av2) data from Armstrong et 
al. [Nat. Gen. 2002]. 

b. all_aml_mll.cls – file representing the class of each sample (ALL/AML/MLL). 

2. Log2-transform using PreprocessDataset . 

3. Use VariationFiltering to generate additional three GCT files: 

a. The top 3000 genes using the median absolute deviation (MAD) statistic (save to 
all_aml_mll.mas5.top3Kmad.gct). 

b. The top 300 genes using MAD (all_aml_mll.mas5.top300mad.gct). 

c. The bottom 300 genes using MAD (all_aml_mll.mas5.bottom300mad.gct). 

Visualization and dimensionality reduction: 

9. Run HeatMapViewer on the four datasets (all genes, top3K, top300 and bottom300) and compare 
global vs. relative color scheme. When viewing all genes search for genes MME/CD10 (1389_at), 
FLT3 (1065_at, 34583_at), CTSD (239_at), ACTB (32318_s_at). What are their ranges and in 
which tumor type are they most highly expressed? 

10. Use ReducdeDimensionality to perform PCA on the four data sets and reduce their dimensionality 
to 3. Plot the projections using PlotGraph as dots in 3D. In PlotGraph use all_aml_mll.cls 
to color the samples (dots) according to their types. Using which data set are the three types most 
clearly separated? 

11. Use ReducdeDimensionality to perform MDS on the top300 and bottom300 datasets in 2D. Plot 
the reduced using PlotGraph. Compare to the PCA results. 


